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Abstract—Asynchronous iterations can be used to implement fixed-point methods such as Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel on parallel computers with high synchronization costs. However, they are rarely considered in practice due to the low convergence rate. This paper describes an implementation on GPUs of a novel Power Flow analysis model using asynchronous iterations. We present our model for the solution of the Power Flow analysis problem, prove its convergence and evaluate its performance for a GPU execution.

Index Terms—Asynchronous iterations, fixed-point method, power flow analysis, graphic processing units.

I. INTRODUCTION

Power Flow (PF) analysis refers to the steady-state analysis of AC power networks, widely used in several applications for power system operation and planning [1]. Traditional PF analysis tools rely on matrix factorization using highly optimized serial direct solvers [2], [3], [4]. More recently, a parallel-friendly PF analysis tool has also been introduced, based on an analogical representation of the system [5]. The real power system is mapped onto a CMOS integrated circuit, which allows one to physically simulate the system at a much higher frequency. The efficiency of this approach is linked with the intrinsic parallelism of the physical system, where every element of the network is acting simultaneously. The main drawback is the lack of flexibility since for every system that one wants to simulate, a new analogue circuit has to be built.

In this paper we present a software implementation of the same idea presented in [5], so that any arbitrary system can be analyzed without extra effort. This allows us to propose an intrinsically parallel PF analysis model. Our approach is based on fixed-point iterations performed individually for every element in the system. Results of successive updates are exchanged until an equilibrium point is reached, as in the concept of team algorithms [6], [7]. The approach is well-suited for parallel implementation using asynchronous iterations, which have also been applied to the network flow problem [8], [9].

The main reason why asynchronous iterations are not usually preferred over synchronous ones is that (i) they require stronger assumptions in order to converge, and (ii) convergence rate is smaller. However, massively parallel computing environments can benefit from the asynchronous approach whenever the cost of synchronization becomes too high. For instance, in the Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) synchronization between threads from different blocks can consume up to 50% of the total execution time [10]. In order to target GPU architectures, we study convergence properties of our model and provide a sufficient condition for convergence.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces fixed-point iterations and presents several alternatives for parallel implementation, including synchronous, asynchronous and partially asynchronous frameworks. In Section III, the proposed intrinsically parallel method for PF analysis is presented and its convergence properties are studied. Section IV describes the implementation and evaluation of the proposed method on a set of benchmarks as well as comparisons with existing approaches. Finally, Section V draws conclusions and outlines future work.

II. FIXED-POINT ITERATIONS ON A PARALLEL COMPUTER

Let us first recall the concept of fixed-point iterations defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Fixed-point iteration). Let $f : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n$ and $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$. Then, $x$ is a fixed-point of $f(\cdot)$ if and only if $x = f(x)$. Furthermore, let $x^{(0)} \in \mathbb{R}^n$. Then, the iteration given by:

$$x^{(k+1)} = f(x^{(k)}), \quad k = 0, 1, \ldots, \quad (1)$$

is called a fixed-point iteration on $f(\cdot)$.

Examples of fixed-point iterations are the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel methods for solving systems of linear equations. Note that these methods can be successfully applied to PF analysis by re-writing the (non-linear) PF equations in a suitable way [1]. In this article, we consider the PF problem in its original non-linear form.

Fixed-point iterations can be implemented in parallel by splitting the set of input element among threads. Each thread updates its respective elements and communicates its results to others with or without synchronization.

A. Synchronous iterations

With synchronous iterations, all the elements are updated by block before the process moves as a whole into the next step. The above requires to place a synchronization point at the end of each iteration. As a consequence, threads that finish their updates earlier are forced to wait for the others to catch up. The reason for threads having different processing times are various. Some of them may be intrinsic to the algorithm, e.g., irregular memory access patterns, load imbalance. Some
others may be related to the architecture, e.g., differences in processor frequency, communication network constraints [11].

B. Asynchronous iterations

An alternative to the synchronous approach is the so-called asynchronous iteration, where individual threads do not wait for others and simply go ahead with their work. This means that at every asynchronous iteration only a subset of the elements are updated. No synchronization point is explicitly added to the program. As a consequence, some of the updates may be computed with data from several iterations back.

An asynchronous iteration is defined in terms of an update function and a delay function. The update function, noted \( \mathcal{U}(\cdot) \), receives the iteration counter \( k \in \mathbb{N} \) and returns a subset of \( \{1, \ldots, n\} \) indicating the list of threads that update their elements at iteration \( k \). The delay function, noted \( d(\cdot) \), receives the indices \( i, j \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \) and the iteration counter \( k \in \mathbb{N} \), and returns the delay of thread \( j \) with respect to thread \( i \) at iteration \( k \). This delay represents the number of iterations performed since the value of \( x_j \) was last made visible to \( i \).

**Definition 2** (Asynchronous iteration). Let \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \) and \( f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}^n \). For \( k \in \mathbb{N}, i, j \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \), let \( \mathcal{U}(k) \subseteq \{1, \ldots, n\} \) and \( d(i, j, k) \in \mathbb{N}_0 \), such that

\[
\begin{align*}
    d(i, j, k) & \geq 0, \quad \forall i, j, k, \quad (2a) \\
    \lim_{k \to \infty} d(i, j, k) & < \infty, \quad \forall i, j, \quad (2b) \\
    |\{k : i \in \mathcal{U}(k)\}| & = \infty, \quad \forall i. \quad (2c)
\end{align*}
\]

In addition, let \( x^{(0)} \in \mathbb{R}^n \). Then, the iteration defined by:

\[
x^{(k+1)}_i = \begin{cases} 
    f_i(x^{(k-d(i,1,k))}_1, \ldots, x^{(k-d(i,n,k))}_n) & \text{if } i \in \mathcal{U}(k), \\
    x^*_i & \text{if } i \notin \mathcal{U}(k),
\end{cases}
\]

is called an asynchronous iteration on \( f(\cdot) \), with update function \( \mathcal{U}(\cdot) \) and delay function \( d(\cdot) \).

Assumptions in (2a), (2b) and (2c) ensure that the process is well defined. Specifically, the assumption in (2a) states that only values computed in previous iterations are used in any update. The one in (2b) states that newer values of the elements are eventually used. Finally, the assumption in (2c) states that no element ceases to be updated during the course of the iteration. In practical terms, if the updates are made visible as soon as they are computed, then the third assumption implies the second. This is the case, for example, of an application that uses GPU global memory to store the data. Note that a synchronous iteration is a special case of asynchronous iteration with \( \mathcal{U}(k) = \{1, \ldots, n\} \) and \( d(i, j, k) = 0 \), for all \( i, j, k \). Due to the peculiarities introduced above, asynchronous iterations converge differently from synchronous ones. The following result considers the case of a linear application.

**Theorem 1** (Necessary and sufficient condition for convergence of linear asynchronous iterations [12]). Let \( f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}^n \), given by,

\[
f(x) = Lx + b,
\]

where \( L \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \), and \( b \in \mathbb{R}^n \). Let \( |L| \) denote the matrix of absolute values of the entries of \( L \), and \( \rho(|L|) \) its spectral radius. If

\[
\rho(|L|) < 1,
\]

then any asynchronous iteration on \( f(\cdot) \) converges to \( x^* \), the unique fixed-point of \( f(\cdot) \), regardless of the selection of \( \mathcal{U}(\cdot) \), \( d(\cdot) \) and \( x^{(0)} \). Furthermore, if \( \rho(|L|) \geq 1 \), then there exists \( \mathcal{U}(\cdot), d(\cdot) \) and \( x^{(0)} \) such that the associated asynchronous iteration does not converge to \( x^* \).

**Proof.** See [12]. \( \square \)

C. Partially asynchronous iterations

In some circumstances, convergence of asynchronous iterations can be facilitated by making threads synchronize every once in a while.

**Definition 3** (Partially asynchronous iteration). Consider Definition 2 of an asynchronous iteration. Replace assumptions in (2b) and (2c) by the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
    & \exists \tilde{d} \in \mathbb{N} : d(i, j, k) \leq \tilde{d}, \quad \forall i, j, k, \quad (6a) \\
    & \exists \tilde{s} \in \mathbb{N} : i \in \bigcup_{s=1}^\infty \mathcal{U}(k + s), \quad \forall i, k. \quad (6b)
\end{align*}
\]

Then, the iteration given by equation (3) is now termed a partially asynchronous iteration.

The assumption in (6a) establishes that not only newer values of the vector elements are eventually used, but each of these values is used before \( \tilde{d} \) iterations have passed from their calculation. The assumption in (6b), in turn, states that each element is updated at least once in every \( \tilde{s} \) consecutive iterations. Finally, the assumption in (6c) establishes that every element is updated using its own last calculated value. In practical terms, the first two assumptions can be met by performing a synchronization step every \( l \) iterations, where \( l \) is the minimum of \( \tilde{d} \) and \( \tilde{s} \). The third assumption can be met by having each element assigned to only one thread.

As mentioned above, partially asynchronous iterations converge ‘more easily’ than totally asynchronous ones. The following result establishes a convergence criteria in the linear case, with softer assumptions than the ones in Theorem 1.

**Theorem 2** (Sufficient condition for convergence of linear partially asynchronous iterations [13]). Let \( f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}^n \), given by,

\[
f(x) = Lx + b,
\]

where \( L \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \), and \( b \in \mathbb{R}^n \). Let \( g : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}^n \), given by:

\[
g(x) = (1 - \alpha)x + \alpha f(x),
\]

where \( \alpha \in (0, 1) \).

If \( L = (l_{ij}) \) is irreducible and

\[
\sum_{j=1}^n |l_{ij}| \leq 1, \quad \forall i,
\]

then

\[
\rho(|L|) < 1.
\]
then any partially asynchronous iteration on $g(\cdot)$ converges to $x^*$, fixed-point of $f(\cdot)$.

Proof. See [13].

In [14], the authors presented a special case in which convergence occurs for $\alpha = 1$, at a linear (geometric) rate. They also determined a lower bound for the average convergence rate (per iteration) in the long-term, $\tau$, as follows:

$$\tau \geq (1 - \sigma^r)^{1/r},$$

with

$$r = 1 + \tilde{d} + (n - 1)(\bar{s} + \tilde{d}),$$

where $\min^+(\cdot)$ refers to the minimum of the positive elements. This means that the error is scaled at most by a factor of $(1 - \sigma^r)^{1/r}$ in any average iteration. As $\sigma$ is always lower than 1, the convergence rate approaches 1 for increasing values of $n$, $\tilde{d}$ and $\bar{s}$. That is to say, the convergence becomes sub-linear.

For illustration purposes, consider that $\tilde{d} = \bar{s} = 0$ (synchronous iteration). In this case, $r = 1$ and $\tau = 1 - \sigma$. In other words, the convergence rate is unaffected by the problem size $n$ and only depends on $\sigma$. Now consider that $\tilde{d} = \bar{s} = 1$. This corresponds to a partially asynchronous iteration with a synchronization step every other iteration. In this case, $r = 2n$, which means that convergence slows down as the problem grows. Figure 1 shows the lower bound on the convergence rate as a function of the problem size $n$. The different curves represent different values of $\sigma$. Observe that, unless $\sigma$ is very high, convergence becomes sub-linear very quickly.

![Fig. 1. Bound on the convergence rate as a function of the problem size, for different values of the parameter $\sigma$.](image)

This might be a strong reason to prefer the synchronous approach over the partially asynchronous. However, the partially asynchronous approach can be a valid alternative in some cases, e.g., if the costs of synchronization are relatively high, or when the number of iterations required to converge is relatively low.

### III. Proposed Method for AC Circuit Analysis

This section presents how to perform PF analysis based on partially asynchronous iterations. The method is designed to be implemented on Single Instruction Multiple Thread (SIMT) architectures such as GPUs, by exploiting regularity. The method is presented through a top-down approach. The network model is described first, specifying how the different parts communicate and interact. Next, the models of the different elements that compose the power system are specified in their atomic behavior. Finally, the convergence properties of the proposed method are studied.

#### A. Network Model

The proposed methodology distinguishes two fundamental units in the power system: components and nodes. The components are the electrical devices, and the nodes are the points of interconnection. For sake of simplicity and also to facilitate illustration of the method, the following three assumptions are made:

1. Only dipole components, i.e., components connected to two nodes, are present.
2. There is no more than one component connected between any two nodes.
3. Every node is connected to at least two components.

The circuit is well defined if there are components connecting all the nodes in a closed path. Node $h$ in the circuit is noted $n_h$. The component connected between $n_h$ and $n_m$ is noted $c_{hm}$. The set of all nodes in the circuit is noted $\mathcal{N}$, and the set of components, $\mathcal{C}$.

In addition, a set of influencers, $\mathcal{I}_h \subset \mathcal{N}$, is defined for each non-ground node $n_h \in \mathcal{N}$. This set contains all the nodes separated from $n_h$ by exactly one component. These are also known as the fanin nodes [15].

For illustration purposes, consider the circuit in Fig. 2. In this case, $\mathcal{N} = \{n_0, n_1, n_2, n_3\}$ and $\mathcal{C} = \{c_{01}, c_{12}, c_{02}, c_{23}, c_{03}\}$. The circuit is well defined, since $c_{01}, c_{12}, c_{23}$ and $c_{03}$ connect all the nodes in a closed path. In addition, $\mathcal{I}_1 = \{n_0, n_2\}$, $\mathcal{I}_2 = \{n_0, n_1, n_3\}$, and $\mathcal{I}_3 = \{n_0, n_2\}$.

![Fig. 2. Example 4-node circuit.](image)

In the proposed methodology, $v_h$ denotes the voltage at node $n_h$, and $i_{hmn}$ denotes the voltage at node $n_h$ ‘according’ to component $c_{hm}$. The two are different during the course of the iteration, and become equal at convergence. In addition,
\( s_{hm} \) denotes the power injected to \( n_h \) by component \( c_{hm} \), and \( \Delta s_h \) denotes the power mismatch at \( n_h \).

At every iteration \( k \), a component \( c_{hm} \) obtains \( v_h^{(k)} \) and \( \Delta s_h^{(k)} \) from node \( n_h \), and returns \( u_h^{(k)} \) and \( s_h^{(k)} \) to it. A similar exchange occurs with node \( n_m \) at the other end of the component. Next, at the same iteration \( k \), node \( n_h \) receives \( u_{hj}^{(k)} \) and \( s_{hj}^{(k)} \) from each component \( c_{hj} \) connected to it, and returns \( v_{hj} \) and \( \Delta s_{hj}^{(k+1)} \) to all of them. Then, the process moves into a next iteration. Figure 3 illustrates the above for component \( c_{12} \) and node \( n_2 \) in the example 4-node circuit.

![Network model: (a) Component; and (b) Node.](image)

**B. Component and node models**

1) Component model: For the purposes of the proposed method, only three types of component are required: the generator, the branch and the shunt. The use of a universal model improves instruction regularity of the GPU implementation, as discussed in Section IV. The impedance of component \( c_{hm} \) is noted \( z_{hm} \).

   a) Generator: It is connected between the ground and one node, say \( n_h \). The generator is there to ensure that the reactive power mismatch at the node is equal to zero. In this sense, the model assumes that generators are able to provide as much reactive power as needed in order to maintain the voltage. The slack generator also does the same for real power. Accordingly, the iteration is the following: for non-slack generators,

   \[
   \text{Im}(s_h^{(k)}) = 0. \tag{12}
   \]

   And for the slack generator,

   \[
   s_h^{(k)} = 0. \tag{13}
   \]

b) Branch: It is connected between two non-ground nodes, say \( n_h \) and \( n_m \). It consists of a constant impedance, \( z_{hm} \). The branch iteration is defined as follows:

   \[
   u_h^{(k)} = v_h^{(k)} + z_{hm} \left( \frac{\Delta s_h^{(k)}}{v_h} \right)^*, \tag{14a}
   \]

   \[
   s_h^{(k)} = v_h \left( \frac{v_m - v_h}{z_{hm}} \right)^*. \tag{14b}
   \]

c) Shunt: It is connected between the ground and one node, say \( n_h \). It represents an impedance to ground, noted \( z_{h0} \) (the subscript ‘0’ indicates the ground). The shunt iteration is similar to the branch one. The main difference is that \( v_m \) in equation (14b) is replaced by zero (the ground voltage). The iteration is the following:

   \[
   u_h^{(k)} = v_h^{(k)} + z_{h0} \left( \frac{\Delta s_h^{(k)}}{v_h} \right)^*, \tag{15a}
   \]

   \[
   s_h^{(k)} = \left| \frac{v_h^{(k)}}{z_{hm}^*} \right|. \tag{15b}
   \]

where \(|·|\) indicates the absolute value.

These equations are obtained by applying the Ohm Law on component \( c_{hm} \), and the Kirchhoff Current Law on node \( n_h \). Note that if the power mismatch at \( n_h \) is equal to zero (i.e., \( \Delta s_h^{(k)} = 0 \)), then \( u_h^{(k)} = v_h^{(k)} \). That is to say, the voltage according to component \( c_{hm} \) is the same as the one according to node \( n_h \) itself. This corresponds to a condition of convergence at component level.

2) Node model: The node is simply modelled as a point where different components exchange data and consolidate their results. The node iteration is defined as follows:

   \[
   v_h^{(k+1)} = \sum_{m \in I_h} w_{hm} u_{hm}^{(k)}, \tag{16a}
   \]

   \[
   \Delta s_h^{(k+1)} = \sum_{m \in I_h} s_{hm}^{(k)}, \tag{16b}
   \]

where \( w_{hm} \) is defined as the weight of component \( c_{hm} \) within node \( n_h \). These weights satisfy

   \[
   \sum_{m \in I_h} w_{hm} = 1. \tag{17}
   \]

In other words, the voltage at each node is updated with the weighted sum of the voltages computed by each component connected to it. Note that if convergence is attained at component level (i.e., \( u_{hm}^{(k)} = v_h^{(k)} \), \( \forall m \in I_h \)), then \( v_h^{(k+1)} = v_h^{(k)} \). This happens when all the components agree on the value of the node voltage, and corresponds to a condition of convergence at node level.

A second node iteration is added to allow PQ loads to become constant impedances, if the voltage at the node is outside specific limits. This is a technique used in traditional PF analysis [1]. In the proposed method, the power injected to \( n_h \) by loads is noted \( s_{L_h} \). If the voltage is outside the limits, this variable is scaled by a factor depending on the current voltage and the violated limit. Then, the power mismatch at the node is adjusted to reflect the change in the load. In conclusion,
the iteration is composed of two parts. The first updates the power injected by loads, as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    s_{L,h}^{(k+1)} &= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
        \left( \frac{v_h^{(k)}}{v_h} \right)^2 s_{L,h} & \text{if } v_h^{(k)} < v_h^{\text{min}}, \\
        \left( \frac{v_h^{(k)}}{v_h} \right)^2 s_{L,h} & \text{if } v_h^{(k)} > v_h^{\text{max}}, \\
        s_{L,h} & \text{otherwise},
    \end{array} \right.
\end{align*}
\]

(18)

where \(v_h^{\text{min}}\) and \(v_h^{\text{max}}\) are the voltage limits at \(n_h\). Then, the second part updates the power mismatch, as follows:

\[
    \Delta s_h^{(k+1)} = \Delta s_h^{(k)} - s_{L,h}^{(k)} + s_{L,h}^{(k+1)}.
\]

(19)

The use of the above iteration reduces instruction regularity, as it needs to be performed only by nodes. However, it may be required for convergence of the method and involves a limited number of operations which can be acceptable in a SIMT execution context.

\[\text{Proof. See [16].}\]

\[\Box\]

\section{IV. Case Study}

The proposed method for PF analysis has been tested on the Nvidia Kepler GPU architecture [17]. It has been evaluated on a series of benchmarks, with the aim of exploring convergence, performance and scalability issues.

\subsection{A. Implementation}

Regularity is one of the most powerful levers for GPU performance [18]. Algorithm 1 presents a regular implementation of the proposed method. In order to ensure asynchronous evaluation of each component, we set the number of blocks to be smaller that the number of blocks that can be handled in parallel by the hardware. Therefore all threads are continuously running until convergence of the system. Threads are handling the set of components in a round-robin manner, which leads to a similar amount of work per thread as components are always connected to either one or two nodes. If threads were assigned to nodes instead, then some threads would perform much more work than others, as nodes can be connected to any number of components.

Instructions 5 and 6 calculate the voltage at its component’s terminals and updates the appropriate coordinates on vector \(v\). Instructions 7 and 8 calculate the power injections at each terminal and updates the appropriate coordinates on vector \(\Delta s\).

The process is repeated after synchronizing all threads, until convergence is reached.

\begin{algorithm}[htbp]
\caption{Intrinsically parallel algorithm for PF analysis.}
\textbf{Input:} Vector of initial power mismatches, \(\Delta s\): component model parameters; tolerance for the error, \(\epsilon\), maximum number of asynchronous iterations, \(K\).
\textbf{Output:} Vector of node voltages, \(v\).
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\STATE \text{\(v = L \cdot 0\)} ~\# Initial guess
\FORALL {\(h, m\): \(c_{hm} \in C\) in parallel do}
\STATE \(k = 0\)
\REPEAT
\STATE calculate \(u_{hm}\) and \(u_{mh}\)
\STATE update \(v_h\) and \(v_m\)
\STATE calculate \(s_{hm}\) and \(s_{mh}\)
\STATE update \(\Delta s_h\) and \(\Delta s_m\)
\STATE \(k \leftarrow k + 1\)
\IF {\(k > K\)}
\STATE synchronize threads
\STATE \(k = 0\)
\ENDIF
\UNTIL {\(|\Delta s_h|, |\Delta s_m| < \epsilon\)}
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

As discussed in [19], coalesced global memory accesses can drastically improve GPU performance by reducing the number of memory transactions. In the proposed implementation, the above is achieved by using a ‘structure of arrays’ approach. In addition, performance can benefit of shared memory for recurrent memory operations. However, shared memory is
only accessible to threads within one thread-block, whereas global memory is accessible to all threads. Accordingly, using shared memory in the proposed method increases the delay between threads, which affects convergence as discussed in Section III-C. The point where shared memory usage brings performance improvement is highly dependent of the problem parameters and setting this point could benefit from previous research conducted on flexible communication [20].

B. Evaluation

The implementation is evaluated using randomly generated benchmarks from 1,024 to 8,192 nodes, which correspond to real size networks. The benchmarks are obtained using the random radial network generator provided by Dome [3]. We used a Xeon E5645 CPU, with 12 cores at 2.4Ghz (1 used), a Tesla K40c, with 2 880 cores at 0.7 Ghz and a GeForce GTX 680 with 1 536 cores at 1.06Ghz. All source code is compiled using G++ 4.8.2 and CUDA 6.5.

1) Convergence: As discussed in Section II-C, partially asynchronous fixed-point iterations typically exhibit a sub-linear rate of convergence. This means that reducing the convergence tolerance below a small threshold may require a large number of iterations. Figure 4 illustrates the relation between the convergence error and the number of iterations for the proposed method using the K40c GPU. It shows the mismatch (on a logarithmic scale) as a function of the maximum number of iterations performed by any component. The different curves represent different problem sizes. Note that the behaviour is very similar on all 6 benchmarks, suggesting that convergence is independent from the problem size. However, the convergence rate for this experiment depends on the targeted accuracy. For example, reducing the error from $10^{-3}$ to $10^{-4}$ requires about 555 iterations in average. This corresponds to a convergence rate of 0.995. The convergence rate has an asymptotic limit of 1 when the targeted accuracy is increasing which is coherent with the theoretical study of Section II-C.

The farther the method is from the exact solution, the faster it approaches that solution. This is the opposite of the Newton-Raphson (NR) method where the convergence rate is improving at each iteration. From this point of view, it may be interesting to combine both approaches into a hybrid solution that switches methods depending on the error. For example, the proposed method can be used to obtain a first solution fast, and the NR method can be used to improve that solution afterwards.

2) Performance: We compared the performance of the proposed approach with serial NR provided by Dome [3]. The Dome’s implementation uses KLU, a highly optimized library for sparse matrix factorization, particularly suited to deal with matrices from circuit analysis [21]. The proposed method is tested on the Tesla K40c GPU, and the NR on the Xeon E5645 CPU.

Figure 5 shows the execution time of both methods (on a logarithmic scale) as a function of the problem size, $n$, for a targeted error of $10^{-4}$. The NR execution time grows exponentially with the problem size, which is consistent with precedent results [1]. In the proposed method, in turn, the execution time seems less affected by the size, and exhibits a more flat profile. At about 3,000 nodes, there is a turning point in which the proposed method becomes faster than NR. This turning point is dependent of many parameters (architecture, implementation, topology, ...) and it is expected to evolve favorably for the proposed method as the number of embedded cores per chip is increasing.

Note that the parallelization of the NR method on GPU is out of the scope of this paper. Indeed, parallelizing the LU matrix factorization on GPU is a very complicated task due to irregular memory access patterns and strong data dependencies [22]. For this reason, comparisons with traditional PF methods implemented on GPU are left for future works.

3) Scalability: As mentioned in Section I, performance of asynchronous methods should increase with the number of computing cores. The above is confirmed by Fig. 6, which shows the execution time of the proposed asynchronous method on two Nvidia Kepler GPU architectures as a function of the problem size. The Tesla K40c GPU, embedding 2,880 computing cores, allows for a performance gain of about 1.3 over the GTX 680, embedding 1,536 cores. This means that
the proposed method almost achieve strong scalability.

Fig. 7 represents the number of iterations needed to converge as a function of the number of blocks launched. We compared the synchronous version (that synchronizes threads after each iteration), with the asynchronous one (that does not perform any synchronization at all). We observe that only the latter benefits from increasing number of thread-blocks. Moreover, we see a turning point in which performance does not improve and rather decays as the number of blocks keeps growing.

Future works will consider the improvement of the proposed CUDA implementation. In particular, the use of shared memory will be investigated. This addressing convergence of the method in the case where an increasing number of iterations are performed ‘asynchronously’, i.e., without communicating the results to all threads.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a partially asynchronous fixed-point method for PF analysis. The method is designed to be implemented on SIMT architectures such as the GPU. A theoretical result is provided which shows that the method is guaranteed to converge, although convergence is generally sub-linear. Simulation results show that: (i) the convergence rate of the proposed method tends to be better at an early stage, which makes it a good complement of the traditional NR method; (ii) the proposed method becomes faster than the traditional NR approach for problems of considerable size; (iii) the proposed method scales well with the number of computing cores in the GPU architecture.
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